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This thesis revolves around the following pttzzle: why does a ticket-holder in a lottery

not know (in advance of the drawing) that her ticket will lose, despite having very good

reason to think that it will lose? ln the first chapter, we will examine some of the more

prominent solutions to the lottery pt:øzle that have been put forth by philosophers. We

will then reveal, in chapter two, the significance of the lottery problem to the study of

knowledge and its close ties to other important epistemic puzzles. The responses we

offer to these puzzles will help to shape our proposed solution to the lottery problem,

which will be presented in chapter three. Finally, in the fourth chapter, we will show

how our solution is able to shed some light on a different sort of epistemic puzzle: the

Gettier problem.
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Susan owns a ticket for tomorrow's lottery. She realizes, though, that her odds of

winning the big prize are incredibly slim. With there being only a one-in-a-million

chance that her ticket will be drawn, it seems that Susan has excellent grounds for

believing that she will lose the lottery (L). But does she lcnow thatshe will lose?r I

think most of us would be reluctant to say that she does. While it may be permissible for

Susan to assert such things as, "I am 99.9 percent sure that my ticket won't win," or "I

am almost certain that my ticket won't win," it does not seem that she is warranted in

claiming, "l lçnow that my ticket won't win." And if her odds of winning were even

more remote (say, for example, one in a billion), our intuitions about the case would not

likely change. As long as her ticket is given some shot to win, it seems that Susan does

not know that it will lose.

.Why, 
then, does Susan fail to know that she will lose the lottery? The following

kind of explanation may immediately spring to mind. While it is highly probable that

Susan's ticket will not be drawn as the winner, a small chance still exists thatitwill

prevail over the other tickets. As a result, Susan cannot be absolutely certain that she

will lose the lottery. And since she cannot be absolutely certain thatL, it follows that

she does not know that L.

HNITR.OÐUCENTG TE{E PA ZZLW

Chapter I

t We are supposing that Susan does in fact lose the lottery. Also, it is a fai¡ drawing and she does not
have any special insider information.



Such a requirement for knowledge, however, seems overly rigorous. After all,

we take ourselves to know ffiffiy, mariy things that we cannot be perfectly certain of.

Suppose, for example, that you look out your window and see a dog roaming about in

your front yard. Given your evidence, there is no absolute guarantee that there really is

a dog in your yard - it is possible that you are dreaming, or that you are hallucinating, or

that you are being deceived by an evil demon, etc. That being said, it still seems clear

that you are in a position to lcnow that there is a dog in your yard. Thus, we will have to

look beyond the simple explanation for why Susan does not know that she will lose the

lottery.

The focus of this chapter will be on examining various solutions to the lottery

puzzle that have been proposed by philosophers. We will try to show that-despite the

intuitive plausibility of each solution-none of them ultimately succeed.

XleRose and SCA

Sinking his teeth into the matter, Keith DeRose compares the lottery case to the

following newspaper 
"ase.2 

Suppose Fred wakes up with curiosity as to who won last

night's NHL game between the Edmonton Oilers and the Calgary Flames. He jumps

right to the sports section of his moming paper and reads, "Oilers 4, Flames 2."3 There

is no story about the game in the paper, just a listing of the final score. Fred cannot be

completely certain that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night (N), as his newspaper is

t DeRose (1996)
3 In DeRose's example, he supposes you read in your newspaper that the Bulls beat the Knicks 95-83.
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not unlike others in that it misprints sports scores every so often. Still, it seems that Fred

can come to know that the Oilers won 4-2 on the basis of the paper's report.

Just how unlikely is it for a typical newspaper to misprint a given sports score?

Well, presumably it is not as improbable as winning a lottery in which 999,999 tickets

are sold and only one wins.a Thus, from a purely probabilistic standpoint, Susan's belief

that she will lose the lottery appears to be better justified than Fred's belief that the

Oilers beat the Flames 4-2lastnight.s So if it is true that Fred knows that N and Susan

does not know that L, what can we say to explain this?

DeRose does not address the question of whether one really does know in the

nev/spaper case but not in the lottery case. Rather, he simply attempts to account for our

intuitions in these cases - why it seems to us that Fred knows that N and Susan does not

know that L. Says DeRose, "explaining this difference in the appearance of knowledge

is, I think, an important step in any attempt to address the question of where we really do

know, and is, in any case,puzzle enough for now (1996,568)."

The view that DeRose advocates to accomplish this task is the Subjunctive

Conditionals Account (SCA). According to this account, it seems that Susan does not

know that she will lose the lottery because even if L were false, she would still believe

that L. In other words, the nearest possible worlds where Susan doesn't lose the lottery

are worlds in which she is a winner, but, because of the low probability her ticket has of

winning, she believes that her ticket won't win. And, as DeRose puts it, "we tend to

judge that S doesn't know that P when we think that S would believe that P even if P

o Assume that one can have no more than one ticket entered in the draw.
s In other words, the probability that Susan will lose the lottery, relative to Susan's evidence, appears to
be higher than the probability that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2, relative to Fred's evidence.



were false (1996,569).'6 Things are different with the ne\¡/spaper case. If it were false

that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night, then Fred would not believe that the Oilers

beat the Flames 4-2. For the nearest possible worlds in which not-N are worlds where

Fred's ne\ilspaper does not report that the Oilers won 4-2. Since his paper does not

contain the listing, "Oilers 4, Flames 2," Fred does not believe that the Oilers beat the

Flames 4-2lastnieht.

While SCA may be able to handle the standard lottery case, I think it has trouble

with the following lottery example. Suppose the president of the lottery commission has

Susan's phone number, and he knows what numbers she has on her ticket (perhaps he

was standing in line behind Susan when she purchased her ticket at the local

convenience store, and he overheard her giving out her phone number to a long-time

friend that she bumped into at the store). If Susan wins the lottery, he plans on calling

her immediately after the drawing to offer his personal congratulations. She has no idea

of the president's intention. The drawing was made a few minutes ago, and Susan is

sitting at home with the phone right beside her. Knowing that the winning numbers

have just been drawn (she knows that the drawing always takes place at2:00 and it is

now 2:03), but not yet hearing of the results, Susan believes, based on the odds of the

lottery, that she has lost. It is true that her numbers did not come up, but it does not

seem that Susan knows that she lost the lottery. According to SCA, we should then

expect that in the nearest possible worlds where it is false that she lost the lottery, she

believes that she has lost. However, this does not appear to be the case. For in the

nearest possible worlds where it is false that Susan lost the lottery, the president of the

6 
Such a view lies at the heart of Robert Nozick's "truth-tracking" account of knowledge. See Robert

Nozicþ "Knowledge," P hilos ophical Explønatiorzs ( 1 98 1).
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lo11ery commission phones to tell her that she won and, thus, she does not believe that

she has lost.

Dana Nelkin raises another kind of case that SCA appears unable to handle.T Her

example runs along the following lines. Suppose Fred's neighbour, who knows that

Fred is an avid Flames fan, has plans to play a prank on him if the Flames beat the Oilers

tonight. In the event of such an outcome, it is the neighbour's intention to have Fred's

newspaper "professionally altered" so as to make it seem to Fred that the Oilers in fact

beat the Flames. However, his paper is not tampered with, as the Oilers win and the

paper reports it this way. The next moming Fred reads all about the game in his

newspaper. It seems that Fred knows that the Oilers beat the Flames last night (F), so,

according to SCA, we should expect that in the nearest possible worlds in which F is

false, Fred does not believe that F. However, this does not appear to be the case, as the

nearest possible worlds in which not-F are worlds where Fred's paper contains a report

of the Oilers beating the Flames (due to his neighbour's antics). Since the report looks

valid, Fred believes that the Oilers beat the Flames last night.

Apart from these counterexamples, perhaps a more serious diffrculty faces SCA.

According to DeRose's view, we should look to SCA not for an explanation as to why

Fred knows that N and Susan does not know thatL, but rather for an explanation as to

why it seems to us that Fred knows that N and Susan does not know that L. However,

when presented with the lottery and newspaper cases, it is hard to imagine many of us

thinking in the following kind of way: "if Susan were to win the lottery, then she would

still believe that she will lose. Therefore, she does not know that she will lose. On the

other hand, if it were false that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2lastnight, then Fred

t Nelkin (2ooo: 387)



wouldn't believe that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2, because his paper wouldn't have

reported that they did." It is unclear what the source is of our intuitions in these types of

cases, but I don't think it lies with counterfactual reasoning. In fact, most people

probably don't even know what a counterfactual is! Even DeRose himself seems to

insinuate this deficiency of SCA when he says, "although several candidate explanations

suggest themselves quite naturally, the account I'll defend - The Subjunctive

Conditionals Account (SCA) -is not one that immediately jumps to mind (1996,569)."

Boniour's'oSomeone \MiIl Win" Stratecv

One may think that the reason Susan does not know that she will lose the lottery is

because she knows that one of the ticket-holders will win, and she is in no better position

to rule out the possibility of her ticket winning than she is of any of the other 999,999

tickets. Such an approach to the lottery problem is taken by Laurence Bonjour.s To

draw an analogy with the lottery case, Bonjour constructs the following case about an

experiment that is being conducted by a Cartesian evil demon. Agatha, who is part of

the experiment, and the rest of the 100 participants each appear to see a cup on their

desks. While 99 of these individuals are having a genuine perceptual experience, the

demon has caused one poor soul in the group to hallucinate that she's looking at a cup

when really there is no cup on her desk. Furthermore, the demon has ensured that the

person who is hallucinating has no way of telling that this is happening to her, as she

would be having the exact same perceptual experience if she were actually looking at a

8 Bonjour (1980)



cup. Agatha is aware that the experiment is set up this way, but, for all she knows, she

could be the one who is having the hallucination. As it turns out, she is not.

Bonjour claims that Agatha does not know that there is a cup on her desk, and he

thinks she does not know for the same kind of reasons that Susan does not know that she

will lose the lottery. Agatha knows that one of the 100 participants in the experiment is

having a demon-induced hallucination of there being a cup on her desk. Based on these

probabilities, she has good reason to think she has escaped the demon's wrath.

However, since she has no greater justification for thinking that she is not the one who is

hallucinating than she does for thinking that participartt#2 is not the one who is

hallucinating, or participant #3 is not the one who is hallucinating, etc., she does not

know that she is not the one who is hallucinating. And since she does not know this,

asserts Boqjour, she does not know that there is a cup on her desk. In the lottery case,

Susan knows that one of the one million ticket-holders will walk away with the grand

pnze. Given these odds, she has good reason to think that she will lose the lottery.

However, since she has no greater justification for thinking that she is not the one who

will win than she does for thinking that ticket-holder #2 is not the one who will win, or

ticket-holder #3 is not the one who will win, etc., she does not know that she is not the

one who will win. Bonjour charactenzes his position as follows:

Intuitively, what the lottery case and the case of Agatha have in coÍrmon is the
presence of a large number of relevantly similar, alternative possibilities, all
individually very likely, but such that the person in question lmows that at least
one of them will in fact be realized. In such a case, since there is no relevant
way of distinguishing among these possibilities, the person cannot believe with
adequate justification and a fortiorl cannot know that any particular possibility
will not be realized, even though the probability that it will not be realizedmay
be made as high as one likes by simply increasing the total number of
possibilities. Such cases do show that high probability is not by itself enough to



satisfy the justification condition for knowledge. They do not show, however,
that certainty is required instead. For what rules out knowledge in such a case is
not merely the fact that the probability of truth is less than certainty but also the
fact that the person knows that at least one of these highly probable propositions
is false. It is a necessary condition for justification and for knowledge that this
notbe so. (1980,70)

The problem with this type of explanation, as DeRose points out, is that not all lotteries

are such that there is a guaranteed winner. And in lotteries where there is a chance that

no ticket will win, thus preventing a ticket-holder from knowing that some ticket will

win, it still seems that the ticket-holder does not know that she will lose. DeRose

imagines such a case:

Suppose a billionaire holds a one-time lottery and you are one of the 1 million
people who have received a numbered ticket. A number has been drawn at
random from among 100 million numbers. If the number dravm matches that on
one of the I million tickets, the lucky holder of that ticket wins a fabulous
fortune; otherwise, nobody receives any money. The chances that you've won
are 1 in 100 million; the chances that somebody or other has won are 1 in 100.
In all likelihood, then, there is no winner. You certainty don't believe there's an
actual winner. Do you know you are a loser? Can you flat-out assert you are a
loser? No, it still seems. Here, the mere chance of being a winner - with
nothing remotely like an assurance that there actually is a winner - does seem to
destroy knowledge of your being a loser. (1996,571)

Elawthorne's Reductio ArEument

Perhaps Susan's failure to know that she will lose the lottery can be explained in the

following way. The reasons Susan has for thinking that her ticket will not win are no

different than the reasons she has for thinking of any other ticket in the draw that it \Mill

not win. So if she knows that her ticket will lose, then she is in a position to know of



each ticket that it will lose.e However, this leads to the absurdity that she is in a position

to know that every ticket in the lottery will lose. To avoid this conclusion, we must say

that Susan does not know of any ticket (including her own) that it will lose. This kind of

solution to our puzzle is proposed by John Hawthorne.t0 He describes his position as

foilows:

In general, what is often at the root of the relevant lottery intuition is a division
of epistemic space into a set of subcases with respect to which one's epistemic
position seems roughly similar. Once such a division is effected, a parity of
reasoning argument can kick in against the suggestion that one knows that a
particular subcase does not obtain, namely: If one can know that that subcase
does not obtain, one can know of each subcase that it does not obtain. But it is
absurd to suppose that one can know ofeach subcase that it does not obtain.
(2004,15)

Hawthorne says that even in lotteries where there is no guarantee of a winner, it is still

unreasonable to think that one can know that every single ticket will lose. And even in

lotteries in which each ticket does not have equal odds of winning, he maintains that a

ticket-holder's grounds for believing that her ticket will lose are not "oppreciably

different" than her grounds for believing of any other ticket that it will lose.

Hawthorne's argument also rests on a rule of conjunction which says that if S knows that

P and knows that Q, then S is in a position to know that (P & Q). If Susan knows that

her ticket will lose, then she is in a position to know that ticket #2 wtll lose, and she is in

a position to know that ticket #3 will lose, etc. By the conjunction rule, she is in a

position to know that (her ticket will lose and ticket #2wl/rl lose and ticket #3 will lose,

n ey being in a position to know something, I simply mean that the subject meets the justification
condition for knowledge. In other words, if one is in a position to know that P, then she is warranted in
claiming to know that P.
ro Hawthorne (2004)



etc.). That is, she is in a position to know that every ticket will lose. The only way to

escape this absurd result is to deny that Susan knows of her ticket, or any other in the

lottery, that it will lose.

The central problem with Hawthorne's account, in my view, lies with the rule of

conjunction that it employs. If we required one's evidence to logically guarantee P in

order for her to know that P, then this conjunction rule would surely hold. If the

probability of each proposition one knows is 1 (given her evidence), then the

conjunction of any number of these propositions will also have a probability of 1.

However, it does not seem that we require such certainty for knowledge. For example,

in the newspaper case, I think most of us would be inclined to judge that Fred knows

that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night, even though, relative to his evidence, the

probability that the Oilers won 4-2 is clearly short of 1. And if such less-demanding

standards are permitted, it will possible for one to know that P and know that Q, but not

have sufficient evidence to know that (P & Q). Suppose over a thousand sports scores

are printed in Fred's paper today - it is the jumbo edition. By reading all of the scores, it

seems he can come to know that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2, andhe can come to

know that the Bruins beat the Flyers 3-1, and he can come to know that the Stars beat the

Lightning 5-0, etc. For each of these beliefs, its probability of being true, given Fred's

evidence, is very high. However, there is a good chance that at least one of the scores

that appear in his paper today was misprinted. Thus, Fred does not have suffrcient

evidence to know the conjunction of (the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2, the Bruins beat the

Flyers 4-2,the Stars beat the Lightning 5-0, etc.). Relative to his evidence, while the

probability of each conjunct is very high, the probability of the conjunction is not.

10



Those who think that Susan really doesl<now that her ticket will lose may

wonder why the lottery case c¿ìnnot be cast in a similar light. Since each ticket has very

slim odds of winning, so the thinking goes, Susan is in a position to know of each ticket

(including her own) that it will lose. However, this does not show that she is in a

position to know that every ticket will lose, because, given her evidence, the probability

is quite low that every ticket will lose.

Another difficulty with Hawthorne's account relates to his explanation for why

one does not know that every ticket in a given lottery will lose. He argues as follows.

There are essentially two kinds of thoughts that can be at work here. (i)
Sometimes one knows that one of pi,....,pn will obtain, as when there is a
guaranteed winner in the lottery. (ii) Even where (i) doesn't apply, one may
recognize that it is absurd to think that one can know the generalization that all of
pi,.....,pû do not obtain, or that - þi or.....or pn), and on that basis, reckon that
one cannot know of each of pi,...,pn that it does not obtain. (2004,16)

So Hawthome seems to think that the reasons are obvious in no-guaranteed winner

lottery cases for denying that one knows that no ticket',^¡ill win. In lotteries where there

is only a slim chance that no ticket will win, it is not hard to see why a person lacks such

knowledge - one cannot know something that is very improbable relative to her

evidence. But in the kind of lottery case DeRose imagines, it is not so clear why one

does not know that every ticket will lose. Recall in this example that it is very probable

that no ticket will win. So in order for Hawthorne to explain why one does not know

that no ticket will win in every kind of lottery case, he has to explain how one can fail to

be in a position to know that P even when P is highly probable relative to her evidence.

ll



In other words, a premise to his argument will have to do what he intends his full

argument to do - provide a solution to the lottery problem.

Nelkin and Statistical Evidence

A solution to our pvzz.le that many may find appealing relates to the apparent statistical

or probabilistic nature of a ticket-holder's reasons for believing that she will lose the

lottery. Susan's belief that her ticket will lose seems to be grounded strictly in the odds

that it has of winning. Since these odds are very long (one in a million), she has good

reason to think that she will lose. However, because of the probabilistic character of her

evidence, Susan is warrarÍed in claiming only that it is very probable that L. On the

other hand, in the newspaper case, Fred's belief that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last

night does not seem to be based on statistical grounds. Fred does not simply infer that

the Oilers won 4-2 from its high statistical probability of being true. Rather, this belief

is formed out of his newspaper effectively telling him that the Oilers won4-2.

Nelkin is an advocate of this kind of view.t' She thinks that in all cases where

one knows some proposition, P, there is a causal or explanatory connection between the

person's belief that P and the fact that makes P true. For example, in the newspaper

case, the fact that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night causes the paper to report that

the Oilers won 4-2, and Fred's reading of the report causes him to believe that the Oilers

won4-2. Nelkin thinks that a similar kind of connection does not exist between a ticket-

holder's belief that she will lose the lottery and the fact that her ticket will lose. L's

tt Nelkin (2ooo)

12



being true in no way causes Susan to believe that L. Rather, it is her belief that her

ticket has a very low probability of winning that causes her to believe that L. Since

there is no explanatory link between Susan's belief that she will lose and the fact that

she will lose, and because this seems to be due to the statistical nature of her evidence,

Nelkin claims that one cannot know that P whenever her belief that P is based on purely

statistical grounds.

While Nelkin's account may seem like a promising solution to the lottery

problem, I don't think it is ultimately correct. Since Susan comes to believe that she will

lose the lottery on the basis of her ticket having only a one-in-a-million shot of winning,

it may seem natural to think that her belief that L is formed entirely out of statistical

evidence. However, in my view, this represents an overly simplistic reading of the case.

For it is crucial to not neglect the role that her background knowledge plays. Let's

suppose that Susan is very familiar with how a typical lottery works. She has played

lotteries many times, read about them in newspapers, talked to friends about them, etc.

Furthermore, she heard on the radio this morning that each ticket entered in tomorrow's

lottery (for which she has a ticket) has a one-in-a-million chance of being drawn.

Susan's past experiences with lotteries and her hearing the lottery report on the radio are

not forms of evidence that we would generally think of as being "statistical" or

"probabilistic" in nature. However, it is on the basis of this evidence that she believes

that the odds of her ticket winning are very long, and, in turn, it is on the basis of this

belief that she believes that L. So without this non-probabilistic evidence, Susan has no

good reason to think that she will lose the lottery.

At the other end of the spectrum, I think that one's evidence in a typical

everyday case of knowledge is more probabilistic in character than Nelkin would have

13



us believe. ln the newspaper example, Fred reads in his paper that the Oilers beat the

Flames 4-2last night. Yet, surely this single piece of perceptual evidence is not enough

to justifu him in believing that the Oilers won 4-2. For one thing, Fred needs to have

good reason to think that the paper did not misprint the score. It seems he does, but only

because he has noticed that his paper tends to report sports scores accurately at a much

higher frequency than it misreports them. He cannot tell just by looking at the score of

the Oilers-Flames g¿ìme that it was printed correctly, but based on the high statistical

probability that the listing of this score does not represent one of those rare instances

where the paper has misprinted a sports score, Fred has good reason to believe that his

paper printed the score correctly. So there appears to be a strong probabilistic element

to Fred's evidence for believing that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2.

To make clearer the point that one can come to know some proposition on

evidence that is by no means purely non-statistical, it will be useful to look at DeRose's

neïvspaper lottery case.t2 Suppose Fred's paper has come up with an amazing new

procedure for printing sports scores. Concerning 999,999 of the one million copies of

each edition, all ofthe scores are guaranteed to be accurate. A side-effect ofthe new

system, though, is that one copy in each edition will misreport every single score. Fred

knows all of this. Again, he reads in his paper that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last

night. As it turns out, Fred's copy is a'normal' one zurd it is true that the Oilers won 4-

2. If Fred knows that N in the regular ne\¡/spaper case, then we should also say that he

knows that N in this newspaper lottery case. After all, given his evidence, there is a

greater chance that the paper printed the score correctly in the latter case than in the

former. For all Fred knows, he could be the unfortunate subscriber who has the 'loser'

12 DeRose (1996:572)
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copy. However, he has excellent statistical grounds for thinking that he has dodged the

bullet, and, therefore, for thinking that his paper has correctly reported the score of the

game. And these grounds resemble very closely the kind of grounds Susan has for

believing that she will lose the lottery. Just as Susan believes thatL on the basis of her

ticket having only a one-in-a-million chance of winning, Fred believes that his paper has

printed the Oilers-Flames score accurately on the basis of there being only a one-in-a-

million chance that he has the 'loser' copy. Thus, in DeRose's example, there is a very

clear sense in which statistical evidence contributes to Fred's belief that the Oilers beat

the Flames 4-2lastnight. Yet, it still seems that Fred knows that the Oilers won4-2.

V/e have been arguingthat a mix of statistical and non-statistical components

comprise both Susan's evidence in the lottery case and Fred's evidence in the ne\üspaper

case (both regular and lottery). Susan's immediate thoughts when she believes that she

will lose the lottery may be of a statistical variety ("there's only a one-in-a-million

chance that my ticket will win"), but without her familiarity with lotteries (non-statistical

evidence), she has no good reason to think that her ticket has slim odds of winning. And

Fred's immediate thoughts when he believes that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last

night may be of a non-statistical variety ("it says right here in my paper that the Oilers

beat the Flames 4-2"), but without his beliefs about the likelihood of the score being

printed correctly (statistical evidence), his reading in the paper that the Oilers won 4-2

will be of little help to him in determining the final score of the game. So it appears that

we are in no position to claim that Susan's evidence is purely statistical, or that Fred's

evidence is purely non-statistical. It may seem, though, that "too much" statistical

evidence can prevent one from knowing some proposition, and that this is whæ

distinguishes the lottery case from the newspaper case. However, not only would such a

15



view face the difficulty of speciffing what exactly cotrnts as "too much" statistical

evidence, but it would have to devise a procedure so that this kind of thing can be

measured in the first place (how could you possibly measure, for instance, to what

degree Susan's evidence in the lottery case is "statistical"?!). Furthernore, for the

account to work, it would have to somehow show that there is more statistical evidence

associated with Susan's belief that L than there is with Fred's belief that N. The

prospects that such challenges can be met appear dim.

At this point, one may think that what prevents Susan from knowing that she will

lose the lottery is not that her evidence is entirely probabilistic, but that her underlying

thoughts are. When she comes to believe thatL, she is thinking only about the

incredibly slim odds her ticket has of winning. On the other hand, Fred's immediate

thoughts in newspaper case do not seem to be of a probabilistic nature. He reads in his

paper that that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night and, without considering the

likelihood that the score was printed correctly, he automatically believes that the Oilers

won 4-2. The problem with this kind of view, as DeRose notices, is that Fred's

knowledge in the newspaper case does not seem to depend on his underlying thoughts

being non-probabilistic.r3 Suppose Fred reasons in the following way upon reading in

his paper that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2: "it seems to me that my newspaper is very

reliable in its reporting of sports scores. For every one thousand scores that appear in

the paper, probably only one or two of them are in error. Therefore, the odds that the

paper misprinted the Oilers-Flames score are roughly one in a thousand. Based on these

probabilities, I believe with great confidence that the Oilers won 4-2." Even though

Fred's underlying thoughts are of similar character to Susan's in the lottery case, it still

t3 DeRose (1996: 576-579)
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seems he knows that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2lastnight. Says DeRose,

"assertability and knowledge can survive an abundance of merely probabilistic thought

(1996,578)."
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So far we have considered the lottery problem only in light of the standard lottery case,

but, as you may have already supposed, the problem is much more widespread than this.

It seems that a great many of our everyday beliefs share the "lottery" defect - we have

very good reason to think that these beliefs are true, but we are not in a position to know

that they are. And it is for this reason that we have on our hands a very deep and

important problem to the study of knowledge.

This chapter will first explore the pervasive nature of the lottery problem, before

examining further epistemic p:uzzles that follow from it. The responses we offer to these

puzzles will set the groundwork for our proposed solution to the lottery problem.

ORI}TNAR.Y ANT} LOTTERY PR OPOSITIONS

Chapter 2

Fnevalence of Lotterv Problem

As evidenced by the newspaper case, our ordinary standards for knowledge do not

appear to mesh with the sceptic's demands for absolute certainty. Out of this

recognition, the following proviso seems to naturally suggest itself: S is in a position to

know that P as long as the probability that P (relative to her evidence), though not

needing to be 1, is sufficiently high. However, the lottery case shows that things are not

so straightforward. No matter how probable it is that Susan's ticket will lose (short of
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1), it seems she does not know that it will lose. But by no means is this problem

confined to the standard lottery example. 
'We 

can think of many cases where one is not

in a position to know that P, even though, given her evidence, P is highly probable.

While it may be very unlikely that you will wind up in the hospital tomorrow with food

poisoning, do you know that this will not happen? It does not seem so. And even

though the odds are incredibly slim that you will get a hole-in-one during your next

round of golf, can you be said to know that this will not occur? Again, it does not seem

so.

Nor is the lottery problem restricted to beliefs about the future. Jonathan Vogel

imagines the following case.l We can suppose that hundreds of cars have been stolen

around the world in the past few hours. You parked your car down a side street in a

large urban areaa few hours ago. Do you know that your car has not been stolen?

Well, you know that cars tend to be stolen in cases like this a very small percentage of

the time, and you have no special reason to think that your car has been stolen. That

being said, it seems you do not know that you are not one of the unfortunate people who

has just had her car stolen.

Vogel draws the following analogy between his car theft case and the lottery

In effect, when you park your car in an area with an appreciable rate of auto
theft, you enter a lottery in which cars are picked, essentially at random, to be
stolen and driven away. Having your car stolen is the unforhrnate counterpart to
winning the lottery. And, just as one doesn't know that one will not have one's
numbers come up in the lottery, it seems that one doesn't know that one's
number won't come up, so to speak, for car theft. (1990, 16)

' Vogel (1990: 15-16)
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As a similar sort of example, suppose you phone the bingo hall to see when the next

game is being played. You are told that it is at 7:00 tonight. You know that you have

spoken to a long-time employee of the bingo hall, and she appears very confident in her

answer. So from your perspective, the odds are very slim that the worker got things

mixed up and accidentally told you the incorrect time. However, these kinds of mistakes

happen every so often. Do you know that this is not one of those times? It does not

seem so.

In each of these cases, you appear to have excellent grounds for believing some

proposition, P, but it seems you are not in a position to know that P. And unless we

accept the sceptic's criteria for knowledge, we cannot say that the reason you do not

know that P is because, relative to your evidence, P is not suffirciently probable. To

borrow a term from Vogel, we can say that your belief that P in such instances is a belief

in a "lottery proposition."2

Ordinary and Lotterry Fropositions

Another important feature of the lottery problem is that in many cases where it seems

that one does not know some lottery proposition, it does seem that she knows some other

proposition which logically implies the lottery proposition. For example, suppose Susan

is a typical university student on a tight budget. If someone were to ask her, "will you

have enough money next week to buy a Ferrari?," she would probably say something

2 Vogel (1990: 17)
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like, "there is no way!." And I think most of us would be inclined to judge that Susan

knows that she will not have enough money next week to afford a Ferrari. However, her

not having enough money next week to afford a Ferrari entails that she will lose

tomorrow's lottery (assuming that if she wins, she will not blow the windfall in one

week). But it does not seem that Susan knows that she will lose tomorrow's lottery.

The puzzle continues. Suppose you plan on attending your cousin's wedding

tomorrow. Under normal circumstances, we would certainly take you as knowing that

you will be at your cousin's wedding tomorrow. However, if this is in fact where you

will be, then it follows that you will not unexpectedly spend the day in the hospital with

food poisoning. But it does not seem that you know that such an unforhrnate event will

not occur. And in the car theft case, if someone were to ask you where your car

presently is, it seems you would be warranted in claiming to know that is on the side

street where you parked it a few hours ago (say, James Street) - we nonnally think that

people know where their cars are in such instances. lntuitively, though, it seems you do

not know that your car has not been stolen in the past few hours and driven away from

James Street.

Hawthorne summarizes the problem as follows:

ln each of these cases, the structure of the problem is the same. There is what we
might call the ordinary propositÌon, a proposition of the sort that we ordinarily
take ourselves to know. There is, on the other hand, a lottery proposition, a
proposition of the sort that, while highly likely, is a proposition that we would be
intuitively disinclined to know. And in each case the ordinary proposition entails
the lottery proposition. (2004: 4)
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Should we say, after all, that Susan really does not know that she will not have enough

money next week to afford a Ferrari, and that you do notl<now that you will be at your

cousin's wedding tomorrow, and that you do notfuiow where you car is at the moment,

etc.? Or, instead, should we say that Susan really doesknow that she will lose the

lottery, and that you do know that you will not wind up in the hospital tomorrow with

food poisoning, and that you do l<now that your car has not been stolen, etc.? It is

unclear how to respond to this dilemma. Of course, we still have the option of retaining

our initial intuitions - perhaps it is not illogical to think that Susan knows that she will

not have enough money next week to buy a Ferrari, while at the same time failing to

know that she will lose tomorrow's lottery.

The Closure Principle

How we go about trying to solve this puzzle will depend in a large way on our views

concerning epistemic closure. According to the closure principle, if S knows that P and

knows that (P-+Q), then S has sufficient evidence to know that Q.3 So if you know that

your dog was born in 7996, and know that a logical implication of his being born in

1996 is that he was born after 1993, then from a simple deduction you can come to know

that your dog was bom after 1993. There is no denying the intuitive appeal of this

principle. That one can extend one's knowledge by recognizing what logically follows

from what she knows may seem like an indisputable epistemic practise. As Stewart

' The following principle is clearly untenable: if S knows that P and (P-Q), then S knows that Q. For
one thing, S may not know that Q is a logical consequence of P. Also, even if S does see the entailment,
she may somehow fail to deduce Q from P.
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Cohen writes, "many think the closure principle expresses something deep about the

nature of knowledge. How could you know P and know that P entails Q, and yet fail to

(at least be in a position to) know Q (1999, 64)?"

A proponent of the closure principle might tell the following kind of story about

the car theft case. If we were to take our original intuitions about the case at face value,

then we would have to say that your warrant is stronger for thinking that your car is

presently on James Street (J) than it is for thinking that your car has not been stolen and

driven away from James Street (not-S). However, relative to your evidence, the

probability that J is no higher than the probability that not-S.a So if you are fully

justified in believing where your car is at the moment, you should be no less justified in

believing that it hasn't been stolen in the past few hours from where you think it is.

Furthermore, if it is reasonable for you to doubt that not-S, then reasonable grounds

must also exist for you to doubt that J. It would sound very odd for you to say, "I cannot

be completely sure that my car has not just been stolen and driven from James Street, but

I am completely sure that my car is presently on James Street."

Of course, if we were to endorse the closure principle, we would have to say that

either (a) you know that your car hasn't been stolen, or (b) you don't know where your

car is. Both results seem very counter-intuitive! So perhaps we should reject the closure

principle and maintain that our original intuitions in car theft-type cases are ultimately

correct. Of course, for such a strategy to work, we would have to explain what it is

exactly that prevents you from knowing that not-S, and why this same thing does not

4 In fact, the probability that J is lower than the probability that not-S. If J holds, then so does not-S.
Howeve¡ the conditional doesn't work the other way. If your car hasn't been stolen from James Street, it
doesn't necessarily follow that it is presently on James Street - it may have been towed away, or you may
mistakenly think that you parked it there, etc.
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prevent you from knowing that J. Is this a path we should pwsue? Or should we simply

settle on the judgment that the closure principle is just too intuitively attractive to give

up?

Examinins Our Intuitions

We generally think that people can come to know where their cars are on the basis of

recalling where they parked them a few hours ago. So, in the car theft case, when we are

first presented with the information that you clearly remember parking your car on

James Street a few hours ago, we are inclined to judge without hesitation that you know

that J. A short time later, we are then asked to consider whether you know that your car

has not been stolen from where you left it. But since we normally think that people

don't know that their cars have not been stolen when they are in such circumstances, we

seem far less willing to say that you know that not-S. We appear, then, to have a strong

argument against the closure principle. It seems you don't have suffrcient evidence to

know some proposition, Q (your car has not been stolen and driven away from James

Street), even though you appear to know some other proposition, P (your car is parked

on James Street), that you know entails Q. However, regarding the car theft case and

others like it, Vogel thinks that a closer inspection of our intuitions is called for. While

we seem to think that you know that J when we first look at the case and then think that

you don't know that not-S when the question arises, Vogel says that it may be that at no

one time do we think that you know that J but do not know that not-S. Thus, a.fter
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judging that you don't know that your car has not been stolen, we may be compelled to

abandon our original claim that you know where your car is.

Vogel suggests that our intuitions about the car theft case may be explained in

the following way:

Initially and generally, in evaluating the knowledge claims in that case, we treat
the chance of your car's being stolen as essentially zero. You can, then, be as

sure as you need to be that your car is where you left it; you are fully justified in
that belief. Thus, we are likely to say without hesitation that in the situation
described you know where your car is. Later, however, when we dwell on the
rate of car theft, the chance of your car's having been stolen is lent more weight.
Given a (now) significant possibility that you may be wrong in believing that
your car hasn't been stolen, we are no longer prepared to say that you know it
hasn't been stolen. And, viewing the situation in this light, giving weight to the
chance that the car isn't where you left it, we may be inclined to go on to say that
you don't know where the car is after all. That is, there seems to be a motivation
to deny your initial knowledge claim in a set of circumstances where you cannot
claim to know a clear logical consequence of what you thought you knew. ln
that way, the Closure Principle is respected. (1990: 19)

Vogel is not intending here to provide a decisive defence of the closure principle. As he

himself admits, there is no clear way to tell that most of us would respond to the car theft

case in the kind of way indicated above. The focus of his argument, rather, is to show

that a deeper look into car theft-type cases reveals no convincing reason to give up the

closure principle. If, in the car theft case, it were clear that most of us would frmly stick

to the judgment that you know that J after denying that you know that not-S, then we

would appeff to have a strong motivation for rejecting the closure principle. However,

Vogel maintains that it is far from clear that most of us would proceed in this way. In

fact, under such a scenario, he thinks that many of us would be inclined to withdraw our

original claim that you know where your car presently is.
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Hawthorne would agree with Vogel's assessment that after we come to the

judgment that you do not know that not-S, it seems hard to remain steadfast in our

contention that you know that J. He writes on the subject as follows:

It is worth being clear that when we notice a lottery proposition and fmd
ourselves convinced that a subject is unable to know it, we thereby tend to put
ourselves into a frame of mind where we do not think that the person knows an
ordinary proposition that entails it. It is very difficult to put oneself in a frame of
mind where one affirms that one does not know some lottery proposition but that
one does know some ordinary proposition that entails it. V/e thus appear, at
least, to proceed as if something in the vicinity of the closure idea is correct.
(2004,38)

I think it is difficult to predict how most of us would react to car theft-type cases. These

cases are very problematic in nature, and there seems to be no obvious way how to

handle them. lnfact, if you think about the car theft case long enough, you are bound to

convince yourself at one time or another of every possible outcome. One day you might

be convinced that our subject knows that J but does not know that not-S, the next day

you might be convinced that she knows both that J and that not-S, then the next day you

might be convinced that she knows neither that J nor that not-S, and so on. However,

what I do think is clear is that most people, with the car theft case out of the picture, hold

the strong intuition that (under normal circumstances) people can come to know where

their cars are simply by remembering where they parked them a few hours ago (intuition

R). And if one does surrender this intuition (even temporarily) in light of the car theft

case, it seems reasonable to suppose that she does so with reluctance. Most of us have

held intuition R for avery long time, and, until we are presented with the car theft case,

we have probably had no serious challenges to it. So when we are confronted out of the
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blue with a seemingly plausible argument that R is false (these people don't know that

their cars haven't been stolen - intuition S), we have a hard time suddenly giving up R.

Why might some of us depart with it then? For those who do so (again, even

temporarily), I think their motivation lies with the thought that it cannot possibly make

sense for one to know that her car is still where she parked it a few hours ago, and yet

not know that it hasn't been stolen in the past few hours and driven away from where it

was parked. Thus, many think that if they were to continue holding intuition R after

denying that one can know that her car hasn't been stolen in such instances, then they

would somehow be failing to conform to proper epistemic conduct (hence, the appeal of

the closure principle). So in relinquishing R, it is as if to say: "I'm not happy about

giving up this dependable intuition, but it seems like the right thing to do." However,

for those who take this path, if they knew that there was a plausible theory out there that

could validate and make sense of their initial intuitions in car theft-type cases, I think

they would be strongly inclined to endorse it. This way, they could hold onto such

intuitions as R (you know where your car is) and S (you don't know that car hasn't been

stolen) without thinking that they have a committed a great epistemic fallacy by doing

so. We will attempt to put forth such a theory in the next chapter.

Of course, many will think that such a strategy is headed in the wrong direction

right from the start, as it denies the seemingly inefutable closure principle. However,

we will try to show in the next section that the costs of giving up this principle are not as

high as one may have originally supposed. In fact, we will argue that formidable

independent reasons exist for rejecting the closure principle. Let us now turn to this

matter.
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The Case Asainst Closure

Many see the denial of the closure principle as the key to defeating the sceptic. The

classical argument for scepticism mns as follows. It probably seems obvious to you that

you have two hands, but consider the possibility that you are merely being deceived by

an evil demon into thinking that you have two hands.t Under such a scenario, your

experiences are indistinguishable in every kind of way from how they actually are - you

appear to see and feel that you have hands, and your beliefs appear to arise in a "normal"

way, etc. Since everything would seem to you just as it seems to you now if the demon

hypothesis were true, you are in no position to know that it is false. And since you don't

know this, you don't know that you have two hands. And, of course, we can tell the

same kind of story about all of ow empirical beliefs. The result is that there is very

little, if an¡hing, that we can know.

The sceptic's appeal to the closure principle should be clear. According to this

principle, if you know that you have two hands (þ, then you have sufficient evidence

(assuming you recognize the entailment) to know that you are not simply being tricked

by an evil demon into thinking that you have two hands (not-D). But since you don't

have sufficient evidence to know that not-D, claims the sceptic,by modus tollens, you

don't know that H. So if she is correct in claiming that you don't know that not-D, and

the closure principle holds, then scepticism is unavoidable.

Of course, when faced with such a threat, many people will simply assert that we

canþ,now that the demon possibilþ and others like it do not obtain. One may reason in

t Given your evidence, it is also possible that you are simply dreaming about having two hands, or that
you are nothing more than a handless brain-in-a-vat, etc.
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the following way. "I have no doubt whatsoever that I have two hands. In fact, there is

nothing I can possibly be more certain of. Therefore, I am fully confident that any

hypothesis which supposes that I have don't have two hands is false. And if I am

warranted in holding this attitude, then I am warranted in claiming to know that any such

hypothesis is false."6

However, I don't think that this is the best strategy for defeating the sceptic. The

idea of an evil demon deceiving you into thinking that you have two hands seems,

without question, completely absurd. It is another thing altogether, though, to say that

you lmow that such an unlikely possibility does not hold. It probably seems equally

farfetched to think that Susan will win the lottery in each week for the next 10 years

(supposing she buys a ticket for every draw).7 Of course, many will initially think that

Susan doesl<now thatthiswon'thappen. However, imaginealottery(forwhichyou

have a ticket) where a ticket-holder's odds of winning are identical to the odds Susan has

of winning the lottery in each week for the next 10 years. It does not seem that you

know in this single lottery that your ticket will lose (T), but, if this is true, then we

should also say that Susan does not knowthat she will not win the lottery in each week

for the next 10 years (not-W). After all, Susan's grounds for believing that not-W

appear to be of the exact same nature ¿N your grounds for believingthatT. Susan

obviously has very good reason to think that not-W, but it seems she needs some kind of

extra evidence to lcnow that not-W (for example, knowing that tomorrow's lottery will

be rigged in favour of someone else). In the same way, while you clearly have very

good reason to think that the evil demon hypothesis is false, it seems you need some

u G.E. Moore famously argued in this kind of fashion. See his 1939 paper,"Proof of an External World,"
in Proceedings ofthe British Academy 25, reprinted n Philosophícal Papers (1959).
7 Hawthorne raises this kind of lottery case pOO+: ZO¡.
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kind of extra evidence to lcnow thatit is false (for example, having special insight into

the spiritual world, or possessing extraordinary powers to recognizethe work of a

demon). It seems more reasonable for one to say, "I don't know that I am not being

tricked by an evil demon into believing that I have two hands, but I don't think this

incredibly improbable possibility should prevent me from knowing that I have two

hands," than it does for her to say, "not only do I know that I have two hands, but I also

know that there is no evil demon lurking around to deceive me of such things." And if it

is true that you don't have sufficient evidence to know that not-D, then the only way to

avoid scepticism is to deny the closure principle.

But let's assume for the sake of argument that one canknow that the evil demon

possibility and others like it do not obtain. Even if we grant this, the closure principle

still faces the problems posed by lottery-type cases. While you may be able to convince

yourself that you really do know that not-D, you will probably have a much tougher time

coming to the assessment that you really do know that you will not wind up in the

hospital tomorrow with food poisoning. Given this result, you may withdraw your

initial claim that you know that you will be at your cousin's wedding tomorrow. As you

do this, you may think do yourselfl "it seems strange to think that I don't know that I

will be at my cousin's wedding tomorrow, but I can live with this result. So what if I

can never know where I'll be the next day. There are still a great many things thatl do

knotry." Suppose you are then presented with the car theft case. After judging that our

subject doesn't know that her car hasn't been stolen, you may feel inclined to abandon

your original contention that she knows where her car is. You now hold the beliefs that

people can never know where they'll be the next day and that people can never know

where their cars are þrovided they are in the same kind of circumstances as our subject
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in the car theft case), but you are not very concerned, as you still think that our

knowledge of things is quite extensive. Of course, one can probably see where this is

heading. A great host of things that we take ourselves to know entail lottery

propositions which we think we do not know. If we maintain that we do not know these

lottery propositions, and then, in accordarice with the closure principle, go on to deny

that we know the ordinary propositions, we will end up with what Vogel calls a very

potent "semi-scepticism. "s

If such a theory of knowledge prevailed, we wouldknowfar less about the

external world than it seems we do. For example, one would normally fail to know such

basic things as: who her boss is at work (he may have quit his job five minutes ago),

what team her favourite NHL star plays for (he may have just been unexpectedly

traded), where the nearest library is (it may have shut down since the last time she was

there). Of course, we would still be able to know the many propositions that we can be

virtually certain of, such as, "I have two hands" and'oI will not run this 100-mehe dash

in under five seconds." However, this doesn't seem to be enough; the collection of

things we know appears to be much more complete than this. So if we want to avoid

plunging into semi-scepticism, while at the same time retaining our intuitions about

lottery propositions, we have no choice but to reject the closure principle.

Vogel, on other hand, thinks that the problem of semi-scepticism does not

represent a devastating blow to the closure principle. On his view, one reason why

Susan does not know that she will lose the lottery is because, while it is very probable

that she will lose, she has some statistical evidence to think that she may not lose (based

on the odds of the lottery, she knows that her ticket has a chance, albeit a slim one, of

I Vogel (1990: 2l)
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winning). Vogel would say, then, that it is a "real" possibility (given her evidence) that

she will not lose the lottery.e And in the car theft case, even though it is very unlikely

that your car has been stolen, yow knowing that cars tend to be stolen under such

circumstances from time to time gives you some statistical evidence to think that your

car may have been stolen. Thus, it is a "real" possibility (given your evidence) that your

car has been stolen. And, of cowse, the same kind of story can be told about all such

lottery propositions. However, a consequence of this account is that we also fail to

know the ordinary propositions that entail these lottery propositions. Vogel maintains

that since there is a"real" possibility that your belief in a given lottery proposition is

false, there is also a"teal" possibility that your belief in any corresponding ordinary

proposition is false. For example, it is a"real" possibility that Susan willhave enough

money next week to afford a Ferrari (she may win the lottery), and it is a "real"

possibility that your car is not where you think it is (it may have been stolen). So we

have fallen into semi-scepticism, but without any sort of appeal to the closure principle.

Since the closure principle is not to blame for the problem of the semi-scepticism, claims

Vogel, we are in no position to object to it on the grounds that it would lead to semi-

scepticism.

Vogel seems correct in contending that semi-scepticism inevitably follows from

his suggested solution to the lottery problem, regardless of what we say about the

closure principle. However, I think this outcome gives us good enough reason on its

own to reject his solution. While Vogel's account may not make a direct appeal to the

closure principle, ít preserves the closure principle nonetheless. And I think a strong

e Vogel does not give a full analysis of what he means by a "real" possibility. He simply notes that if you
have some statistical re¿rson to think that P may be false (no matter small this chance is), then not-P is a
"real" possibility for you. So a "real" possibility is more than just a logical possibility.
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motivation exists to seek a theory of knowledge that does notpreserye the closure

principle. For starters, it seems very cotrnter-intuitive to think that one can know that

she will lose a given lottery (assuming she has a ticket), or that one can know that she

will not unexpectedly wind up in the hospital tomorrow with food poisoning, or that one

can know that her car hasn't been stolen (on the basis of car theft being unlikely), etc.

And if we want our theory of knowledge to validate these intuitions, we should avoid

any kind of model that conforms to the closure principle (such as Vogel's). Otherwise,

we will be left with an unpalatable semi-scepticism.

Of course, a laYogel, many will object to this strategy on the following grounds.

If it is true that our beliefs in lottery propositions do not count as knowledge, this must

be because there is some sort of epistemic deficiency ingrained in these beliefs. And if

this is the case, then our beliefs in the ordinary propositions that entail these lottery

propositions must share this deficiency. For example, if we were to say that reasonable

grounds exist for you to doubt that your car has not been stolen, then we would also

have to say that reasonable grounds exist for you to doubt where your car is. So no

matter how strongly we may be inclined to deny the closure principle in order to avoid

semi-scepticism, such as option is not available. If our intuitions about lottery

propositions are ultimately correct, then semi-scepticism is inevitable, whether we like it

or not.

Such an attitude seems defeatist to me, and I don't think we need to resign

ourselves to it. tn fact, it will be argued in the next chapter that what accounts for our

failure to know these lottery propositions does not carry over to our beliefs in ordinary

propositions.
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Klein on Closure

Before we present our proposed solution to the lottery problem, it \¡rill be usefirl to look

at Peter Klein's defence of the closure principle.lo As part of his analysis, Klein

examines Fred Dretske's famous "zebra-in-the-zoo" case.l1 Suppose you are at the city

zoo, intently gazing at a collection of zebras. The animals are stationed in a pen marked

ooZebras," and there is nothing abnormal about their appearance. It seems clear that you

know that the animals in the pen are zebras (Z). However, if it is true that they are

zebras, then it logically follows that they are not mules that have been cleverly disguised

by the zookeepers to look just like zebras (not-CD). On the basis of the evidence you

have for believing that the animals are zebras, do you know that they are not cleverly

disguised mules? It does not seem so. And if these assessments are correct, then it

follows that the closure principle fails. Right? Well, not so fast, advises Klein. He

argues that Dretske's intended counterexample to the closure principle (the zebra case)

and others like it aim at the following mistaken target: "if e is an adequate source of S's

justification for x, and x entails y, then e is an adequate source of S's justification for

y.u"

Allow "E" to stand for the evidence you have in favour of the proposition that

the animals are zebras. And let's suppose it is true that "E" is sufücient for you to know

that Z, but not sufficient for you to know that not-CD. According to Klein, though, it

does not follow that you lack an adequate source ofjustification to know not-CD, for Z

itself provides such a sonrce. Since you know that the animals are zebras, and know that

'o Klein (r995)
tr Dretske (1970)

't Klein (1995: 559)
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their being zebras entails that they are not cleverly disguised mules, you can come to

know that the animals are not cleverly disguised mules simply by deducing this

proposition from your belief that they are zebras. Says Klein, "the closure principle

does not require that the source ofjustification for the entailed proposition is anything

other than the entailing proposition (1995, 558-559)."

I think that most of us would be reluctant to accept Klein's view. Given the

evidence you have, it seems you do not know that the animals in the pen are not cleverly

disguised mules, regardless of how you come to believe that not-CD. And the same kind

of story can be told about all of the other car theft-type cases we have been exploring.

For example, if you çame to believe that your car has not been stolen by deducing this

proposition from your belief about where your car presently is, I think that most of us

would still judge that you do not know that your car has not been stolen. And if you

came to believe that you will not wind up in the hospital tomorrow with food poisoning

on the basis of your belief that you will be at your cousin's wedding tomorrow, I think

that most of us would be no more inclined to say that you know that such an unfortunate

event will not occur.

Of course, we still need to locate where the exact defect lies with Klein's

argument. Suppose you leam from one source thæ yow neighbour is a waitress and

from another source that she is 30 years old. It seems fair to say that the evidence you

have for believing that your neighbour is a 30-year-old waitress combines the evidence

you have for believing that she is a waitress with the evidence you have for believing

that she is 30 years old. In the same way, we can say that whenever one believes that Q

on the basis of her beließ that P and that (P-Q), her evidence for believing that Q
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combines the evidence she has for believing that P with the evidence she has for

believing that (P---+Q).

Let's now imagine two scenarios. ln case (a) you believe that the animals in the

pen are not cleverly disguised mules on the basis of "E." In case (b) you believe that the

animals are not cleverly disguised mules on the basis of a deduction from your belief

that the animals are zebras. On Klein's view, you know that not-CD in case (b) but not

in case (a). Let's explore case (a) first. It is important to recognize that'oE" does not

simply amount to your perceptual evidence of appearing to see a group of zebras in a

pen marked "ZebÍas." For without your background knowledge, you would have no

good reason to think that the animals really are zebras. So "E" also consists of such

evidence as: your knowledge about zebras, about how zoos generally operate, and about

how zookeepers do not normally play elaborate pranks on the public. And, of course,

you would be in absolutely no position to justifiably believe that not-CD without your

basic knowledge that if the animals in the pen are zebras, then they are not cleverly

disguised mules. Let's designate the evidence you have in favour of this entailment-

your familiarity \¡iith zebras and mules, etc.-as "R". So in case (a) you believe that the

animals are not cleverly disguised mules on the strength of "8" and "R." Now let's look

at case (b) In believing that not-CD on the basis of your beliefs thatZ and that (Z---+not-

CD), the evidence you have for believing that not-CD combines the evidence you have

for believing that Zwirhthe evidence you have for believing that(Z--+not-CD). But this

is just "E'and "R." So in both of our cases, you base your belief that the animals are

not cleverly disguised mules on the exact same evidence. Therefore, it does not make

sense to say that you know that not-CD in case (b) but not in case (a). And if it is true

that"E" and "R" gives you suffrcient evidence to know thatZ, but not sufficient
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evidence to know that not-CD, then Dretske's case really does serve as a genuine

counterexample to the closure principle.
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We began our journey by raising a seemingly innocent question: if you o\iln a ticket for

tomorrow's lottery, why don't you know that it won't win? Finding an adequate answer,

though, w¿rs soon discovered to be no easy chore. V/e looked at some of the more

prominent solutions that have been offered by philosophers, and argued that none of

them ultimately succeed. It was then shown that many of our everyday beliefs share this

"lottery" feature, and that several important epistemic puzzles are closely connected to

the lottery problem. Out of these discussions, we found a strong motivation to pursue

the following strategy: while our beliefs rnlottery propositions do not count as

knowledge because they possess defect "D," our beliefs in the ordinary propositions that

entail them do not share "D." This way, we can secure our judgments about lottery

propositions without being forced to adopt a sceptical account of knowledge (either

complete scepticism, or semi-scepticism). With all of the essential ground-clearing

work completed, we are now ready to present our proposed solution to the lottery

problem.

Chapter 3

THE SOLUTION

The Basics of the Solution

Let's begin by revisiting our newspaper case. We supposed that Fred reads in his
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morning paper that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night OI). The paper simply

contains a listing of the score, and he has no additional source of information about the

game. Does Fred know that the Oilers won 4-2? I think most of us would be inclined to

say that he does. Of course, his evidence does not eliminate any of the following

possibilities: "the paper misprinted the score," "he is reading a fake newspaper," "he is

having a momentary perceptual glitch," "he is dreaming," "he is being deceived by an

evil demon ," etc. (possibility set "S"). And it does not seem that Fred knows of any

possibility in S that it does not obtain. For example, we normally think that one cannot

come to know that a sports score has not been misprinted just by reading the score in the

paper! That being said, it seems that all of these possibilities are unlikely enough (given

Fred's evidence) that they do not prevent him from knowing that N. After all, we don't

normally find ourselves saying such things as, 'there's always a chance that my

newspaper misprinted the score, so really I don't know the result of last night's hockey

game." We will say, then, that when Fred comes to believe that N, he can properly

ignore each possibility in S; in other words, he is entitledto assume of each possibility

that it is false.

While Fred's evidence in no way guarantees that the Oilers beat the FLames 4-2

last night, notice that the probability that N does goes to 1 when we conjoin his evidence

withthe supposition that none of the possibilities in S obtain That is, if Fred appears to

read in his paper that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2, and it is false that the paper

misprinted the score, and it is false that he is reading a fake newspaper, and it is false

that he is having a momentary perceptual glitch, and it is false that he is dreaming, and it

is false that he is being deceived by an evil demon, etc., then it necessarily follows that
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the Oilers didbeatthe Flames 4-2.r Wecan say, then, that the epistemic probabilíty (for

Fred) that N is 1. The following definitions will be crucial to our proposed solution:

Basic Condition for Proper lgnoring: S is entitled to ignore a possibility only if its
probability of obtaining (given her evidence) is very low.2

Epistemic Probability: S's epistemic probability for any proposition, P, is the
probability that P given S's evidence together with the negations of all of the
possibilities she can properly ignore.

Justification Condition for Knowledge: S is in aposition to know that P íffher
epistemic probability for P is 1.

Under this model, Fred is in a position to know that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last

night because (a) he can properly ignore each possibility in S, and (b) the probability

that N, given his evidence together with the negations of all of the possibilities in S, is 1.

Suppose, though, that Fred's newspaper frequently misprints sports scores (and

he knows this). Under such a scenario, it seems clear that Fred does notþ,now that the

Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night. And we have at our disposal a precise explanation

for why this intuition is correct. Since it is not very improbable that the paper

misprinted the score (given Fred's evidence), he cannot properly ignore this possibility.

Of course, Fred is still entitled to ignore all of the other possibilities in S ('he is reading

a fake newspaper," "he is having a momentary perceptual glitch," "he is dreaming," "he

is being deceived by an evil demon," etc.); but this is not enough to get his epistemic

t When we conjoin Fred's evidence with the negations of each of, "he is having a momentary perceptual
glitch," "he is dreaming," "he is being deceived by an evil demon," etc., it necessarily follows thatit does
say in his paper that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night. And when we add to this picture the
negations of each of, "the paper misprinted the score," "he is reading a fake newspaper,,, etc., it
necessarily follows that the Oilers didbeat the Flames 4-2lastnight.
' A fuller account of proper ignoring will soon be developed.
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probability for N to l. Given Fred's evidence together with the negations of all of the

possibilities he can properly ignore, the probability that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2 is

less than I - it is still possible that the paper misprinted the score and really the Oilers

didn't vnn 4-2. And since the epistemic probability (for Fred) that N is short of 1, it

follows that he is not in a position to know that N.

When we turn our attention to the lottery case, it must seem that our present

account runs into trouble. Susan has very good reason to think that she will lose the

lottery (L), as she knows that her ticket has only a one-in-a-million chance of winning.

ln fact, the possibility that her ticket will win (W) seems at least as unlikely as the

possibility that Fred's ne\ilspaper misprinted the score of the hockey game (given his

evidence). Are we not forced to conclude, tlìen, that Susan can come to know that she

will lose the lottery by ignoring the possibility that she will win? This would leave us

with a very counterintuitive outcome, though, as we think that possibility W does

prevent Susan from knowing that L. However, we will see right away that such an

unwelcome result does not follow from our proper ignoring account. ln fact, we will

show that the crucial epistemic defect in the lottery case can be revealed only by

adopting the kind of model that has been proposed.

Our explanation runs as follows. ln order for Susan to know that she will lose

the lottery, she must be entitled to ignore the slim possibility that her ticket will win.

Given her evidence, possibility V/ is certainly very unlikely. Does this automatically

mean that she can properly ignore it? Not so fast! Remember that to ignore a possibility

is just to assume that it does not obtain, or, equivalently, to assume that its negation does

obtain. But the negation of "'W" is just "L." So for Susan to ignore the possibility that

she will win the lottery is just for her to assume that she will lose the lottery! And surely
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she cannot come to lcnow that her ticket will lose by assuming that it will lose. We can

state, then, the following condition on proper ignoring: S cannot come to know that P

by ignoring any possibility that is logically equivalent to not-P.

The motivation behind this constraint should be clear. To ignore a possibilify

that is logically equivalent to not-P is just to assume that not-P does not hold, or,

equivalently, to assume that P does hold. So if one were to assert that P, and we allowed

her to ignore a possibility that is logically equivalent to not-P, we would be left with the

absurdity that she can come to know that P by assuming that P! In the lottery case, the

negation of "Susan will lose the lottery" is logically equivalent to "Susan will win the

lottery." Therefore, she cannot come to know that L by ignoring possibility V/. And

since she is not entitled to ignore this possibility, her epistemic probability for L is less

than 1. That is, the probability that she will lose the lottery, given her evidence together

with the negations of all of the possibilities she can properly ignore, is short of I - it is

still possible that her ticket will win.

we have, then, the following two conditions on proper ignoring: (a) one is

entitled to ignore a possibility only if its probability of obtaining (given the subject's

evidence) is very low, and (b) one cannot come to know that p by ignoring any

possibility that is logically equivalent to not-P. When Fred asserts that the Oilers beat

the Flames 4-2last night, he can ignore each possibility in S (misprint, evil demon, etc.)

without violating either of our constraints. Meanwhile, when Susan comes to believe

that she will lose the lottery, while her ignoring of possibility W does not violate (a), it

does violate (b).
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Buildins on the Basics

Imagine a lottery in which one million tickets are entered. You know that ticket #1 has a

99.9 percent chance of winning, while the other 999,999 tickets have a combined 0.1

percent chance. According to our proposed account, in order for you to know that ticket

#1 will win (T), you must be entitled to ignore each of the following possibilities: "ticket

#2will win," "ticket #3 \¡¡ill win," "ticket #4 will wirì," etc. (possibility set "K"). 'we

should say, of course, that you cannot properly ignore all of these possibilities; even

though you have very good reason to think that ticket #1 will win, it does not seem that

you are in a position to know that it will. However, not only is each possibility in K

very unlikely (given your evidence), but no one of them is logically equivalent to not-T.

Therefore, to ignore a given possibility in K is not tarúamount to assuming that T.3 Are

we forced to say, ther¡ that yort ore in a position to know that ticket #1 will win the

lottery?

A closer look at this case is called for. While it is true that T is not logically

equivalent to the negation of any single possibility in K, it rs logically equivalent to the

conjunctionofthe negations ofallofthesepossibilities. Thatis,ticket# 1will wrniffit

is false that#2 will win, and it is false that#3 will win, and it is false that#4 will win,

etc. And if you are entitled to assume of each possibility in K that it does not obtain,

then surely you are entitled to assume that all of them do not obtain. To assume that

every possibility in K is false, though, is tantamount to assuming that ticket #1 will win

the lottery! It follows, then, that yolu cannot properly ignore all of these possibilities.

' For example, if the possibility "ticket #2 willwin" is false, it does not necessarily follow that ticket #l
will win - it is possible that#3 will win, or #4 will win, etc. So to assume that#2 will not win is not
equivalent to assuming that #1 will win. The same kind of thinking applies to every other possibility in K.
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As a result, Iow epistemic probability for T is short of l.

In light of these considerations, the following condition on proper ignoring is

required:

F or any possibilify set "Qo" if the conjunction of the negations of all of the
possibilities in Q is logically equivalent to F, then S cannot come to know that P by
ignoring each possibility in Q.

This constraint, though, does not pose a problem for the newspaper case. We have been

arguing that Fred can come to know that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2by ignoring each

possibility in S (misprint, evil demon, etc.). And since these possibilities stand in the

right sort of relation to N, our above constraint is not violated. That is, the conjunction

of the negations of all of the possibilities in S is not logically equivalent to N. The

following biconditional clearly does not hold: the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2lastntght tf

it is false that Fred's newspaper misprinted the score, and it is false that he is reading a

fake newspaper, and it is false that is having a momentary perceptual glitch, and it is

false that he is dreaming, and it is false that he is being deceived by atr evil demon, etc.

If each possibility in S does not obtain, it does not logically follow that N - it is possible,

for instance, that the Oilers didn't even play the Flames last night! The probabitity that

N goes to 1 only when we conjoin the negations of all of these possibilities with Fred's

evidence (the conjunction of the negations will not do it on its own).4 Therefore, to

assume that every possibility in S is false is not equivalent to assuming that the Oilers

beat the Flames 4-2last night.

a Fred's evidence, of course, consists ofthe following: it appears to him that his newspaper has reported
the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2, and it appears to him that he is fully conscious, and it appears to him that
his paper is reliable, etc.
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Sharpenine the Account

one may raise the following concern. Just as Susan's evidence does not eliminate the
possibility that she will win the lottery, Fred's evidence does not eliminate the
possibility that the oilers did notbeat the Flames 4-2rastoight.t so if we think that
susan must be entitled to ignore possibility v/ in order to know thatL,shouldn,t we also
say that Fred must be entitled to ignore the possibility that not-N in order to know that
N? If this reasoning is correct, though, it follows that Fred does not know that N. After
all, to ignore .,not-N', 

is just to assumethat N.

To remove this kind of worry, a simple clarification is all that is needed. we can
charactenze our proper ignoring account as follows:

s is in a positÍon úo know that F íffthery is some_set of possibiliúÍes fhat she canproperly ignore which gers hen ef,istemic poorunirìÇiå" p to I.ó

It is clear that Fred cannot come to know that the oilers won 4-2by ignoring the
possibility that they didn't vøn 4-2. However, this in no way shows that he is not in a
position to know that N' Rather, it just means that he cannot come to know that N in this
particular way! As we have seen, though, there is some set ofpossibilities that Fred can
properly ignore which gets his epistemic probabilify for N to I - namely, possibility set
"S" ("the paper misprinted the score,,, ..he is dreaming,,, ..he is being deceived by an evil
demon"'etc') He can do better, then, than to simply ignore the possibi lity thatthe oilers

, l" 
*tu say that s's evidence eliminates a possibility if its probabirity of obraining, given S,s evidence,u 

Unless, ofcourse, S,s evidence already guarantees p.
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did not beat the Flames 4-2last night.

A similar sort of outcome cannot be reached in the lottery case. Suppose Susan

reads in her newspaper that each ticket entered in tomorrow's lottery has a one-in-a-

million chance of winning. The paper's report, along with all of her background

knowledge about lotteries, gives Susan very good reason to think that her ticket will

lose. And when she comes to believe thatL, she is entitled to ignore each of the

following possibilities: "the paper misprinted the odds of the lottery," "her ticket will

suddenly be given greater odds to wh," "she is drearning," "she is being deceived by an

evil demon," etc. However, given her evidence together with the supposition that none

of these possibilities obtain, the probability is less than I that she will lose the lottery - it

is still possible that her ticket will win. It seems the only way Susan can get her

epistemic probability for L to l-given the kind of evidence she has-is by being

entitled to ignore possibility W. She cannot properly ignore this possibility, though, as

ignoring W is just to assume that L. As a result, the epistemic probability (for Susan)

that she will lose the lottery is shof of 1.

At this point, it should be clear that we are not defending the following kind of view: S

is in a position to know that F iff she can properly ignore every possibilify in which

not-P that is not eliminated by her evidence. In fact, our account would be untenable

if we defined it in this way. For one thing, we would have to say that Fred does nor

know that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night. To help see this, allow "Q" to stand

for all of Fred's seeming states: he seems to read in his paper that the Oilers beat the

Flames 4-2, andhe seems to be fully conscious, and it seems to him that his paper is

reliable, etc. Since not-Q is eliminated by Fred's evidence, so is the possibility "not-e
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and not-N."7 Meanwhile, we can say that the possibility "Q and not-N" embodies all of

the possibilities in which not-N that are not eliminated by his evidence. Therefore, if we

were to endorse the above view, we would have to impose the requirement that Fred

must be entitled to ignore "Q and not-N" in order to know that N. Remember that to

ignore a possibility is just to assume that it does not obtain, or, equivalently, to assume

that its negation does obtatn The negation of "Q and not-N" is just the disjunction

"either not-Q or N." Given Fred's evidence, though, the only way this disjunction can

be true is in virrue of N being true - not-Q is eliminated by his evidence! So for Fred to

assume "either not-Q or N" is effectively for him to assume that N. And surely he

cannot come to know that N by assuming that N! It follows, then, that Fred cannot come

to know that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2last night by ignoring the possibility "Q and

not-N" (or, equivalently, by ignoring every possibility in which not-N that is not

eliminated by his evidence).

We will add the following condition on proper ignoring:

S cannot come to know that P by ignoring every possibility in which not-P that is
not eliminated by her evidence.

Let's look again at possibility set "S." 'W'e 
have stated these possibilities, you will

recall, as follows: "Fred's paper misprinted the score," "he is reading a fake newspaper,"

"he is having a momentary perceptual glitch," "he is dreaming," "he is being deceived

by an evil demon," etc. And notice that none of these possibilities entail that the Oilers

did not beat the Flames  -2lastnight. For example, if the possibility "the paper

t For example, whether or not Fred is actually fully conscious (perhaps he is dreaming), he cannot be
wrong about seeming to be fully conscious.
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misprinted the score" obtains, it does not logically follow that not-N - it is possible that

the paper printed the score in some other way (for example, 3-1 for the Flames), but it

misprinted the score, and really the oilers won 4-2. Thus, for Fred to ignore every

possibility in S is not just for him to ignore every possibility in which not-N that his

evidence fails to eliminate. As a result, our above constraint is not violated.

It is important, then, not to confüse "S" with the following set of possibilities:

"Fred's paper misprinted the score andnot-N," "he is reading a fake newspaper and not-

-À4" "he is having a momentary perceptual glitch and not-N," "he is dreaming and not-

/y'," "he is being deceived by an evil demon and not-N," etc. þossibility set cc5*"). Tho

key feature of S* is that it does embody all of the possibilities in which not-N that are

not eliminated by Fred's evidence. So for Fred to ignore every possibility in S* is just

for him to assume that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2lastnight. Therefore, he cannot

come to know that N by ignoring this particular setof possibilities.

Of course, in order for Fred to know that the Oilers beat the Flames 4-2,he needs

to be able to exclude in some manner every possibilþ in S*. However, this does not

imply that he must be entitled to ignore all of these possibilities! Remember that Fred

can properly ignore each possibility in S. And if none of the possibilities in S obtain, it

necessarily follows that none of the possibilities in S* obtain. For example, if the

possibility "the paper misprinted the score" is false, then so is the possibility "the paper

misprinted the score and not-N." Thus, by being entitled to assume the negations of all

of the possibilities in S, Fred is thereby able to rule out every possibility in S". And

since there is some set of possibilities that Fred can properly ignore which (together with

his evidence) excludes every possibility in which not-N, it follows that his epistemic

probability for N is 1.
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Overview

All of the pieces to our proper ignoring account are now in place. Here is a summary of

the key concepts and conditions.

Epistemic Probability: s's epistemic probability for any proposition, p, is the
probability that P given S's evidence together with the negations of all of the
possibilities she can properly ignore.

.rustification Condition for Knowledge: S is in a position to know that p iffher
epistemic probability for P to l.

Conditions on proper ignoring:

(i) S is entitled to ignore a possibility only if its probability of obtaining (given her
evidence) is very low.

(ii) S cannot come to know that P by ignoring any possibility that is logically equivalent
to not-P.

(iii) For any possibility set "Q," if the conjunction of the negations of all of the
possibilities in Q is logically equivalent to P, then S cannot come to know that P by
ignoring each possibility in Q.

(iv) S cannot come to know that P by ignoring every possibility in which not-P that is
not eliminated by her evidence.o

8 The work of David Lewis helped to motivate our solution to the lottery problem. In his 1996 paper,
"Elusive Knowledge" (Australian Journal of Philosoplry, vol. 7 4:4), Lewis develops a theory of
knowledge that also rests on the proper ignoring idea. His account, however, is very different from mine.
For one thing, Lewis thought that our knowledge of things "vanish" once our minds attend to sceptical
possibilities - no mafter how improbable they may be. Says Lewis, "if you bring some hitherto ignored
possibility to our attention, then straightway we are not ignoring it all, so afortiori we are not properly
ignoring it."
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Car Theft-Tvpe Cases

In the previous chapter, we looked at avanety of cases that share the following form: it

seems that S knows that P (an "ordinary proposition") and knows that P entails Q (a

"lottery proposition"), but it does not seem that s knows that Q. we are now in a

position to explain why our intuitions in these cases are correct. Let's begin with

Drestke's zebra case. You are at the city zoo and you see a collection of zebras in a pen

marked "Zebtas." It seems that (a) you know that the animals in the pen are zebras, and

(b) you don't know that they are not cleverly disguised mules.

First, let's consider your belief that the animals are zebras (Z). Allow "R" to

stand for the following set of possibilities: "you are having a momentary perceptual

glitch," "you are dreaming," "you are being deceived by an evil demon,,, ,,the animals

are cleverly disguised mules," "the animals are cleverly disguised donkeys," etc. Now

notice that the probability thatZ, given your evidence together with the negations of all

of the possibilities in R" is l. That is, if you appear to see a group of zebras in the pen,

and it is false that you are dreaming, and it is false that you are being deceived by an evil

demon, and it false that the animals are cleverly disguised mules, etc., then it necessarily

follows that the pen does contain a group of zebras. Therefore, if you can properly

ignore each possibihty in R, then your epistemic probability for Z is l.

As it tums out, you are entitledto ignore all of these possibilities. Not only is

each possibility in R very unlikely (given your evidence), but to assume that none of

them obtainis not equivalent to assuming that the animals are zebras. If all of these

possibilities are false, it does not logically follow thatZ- it is possible, for instance, that

you are not even at the zoo and really there are no zebras in the pen. Furthermore, for
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you to ignore every possibility in R is not just for you to ignore every possibility in

which not-Z that is not eliminated by yow evidence. 'While 
R clearly embodies some of

the not-Z possibilities that your evidence fails to eliminate (for instance, "the animals are

cleverly disguised mules"), it does not embody all of them. For example, the possibility

"you are dreaming"-¡ot the possibility "you are dreaming arrdnot-Z)'-ìs contained in

R. Given all of this, it follows that the epistemic probability (for you) that Z is l.

Now let's look at your belief that the animals are not cleverly disguised mules

(not-CD). While you have very good reason to believe that not-CD, it seems there is no

set of possibilities that you can properly ignore which gets your epistemic probability for

not-CD to L When we conjoin your evidence with the negations of each of,'oyou are

having a momentary perceptual glitch," "you are dreaming," "you are being deceived by

an evil demon," etc., it follows that the animals in the pen look just like zebras; it does

not follow, though, that they are not cleverly disguised mules! It seems the only way

you can exclude the possibility that CD-given the kind of evidence you have-is by

being entitled to ignore it. However, clearly you cannot come to know that the animals

are not cleverly disguised mules by ignoring the possibility that they are cleverly

disguised mules. After all, to ignore 66CD" 
is just to assume that not-CD. And since you

are not entitled to ignore this possibility, it follows that your epistemic probability for

not-CD is short of 1.e

On the other hand, it seems clear that you do know that animals in the pen are

not mules (not-M), even if you don't know that they are not cleverly dÌsguised ones.

n That is, you cannot properly ignore the possibility "CD" when you come to believe that not-CD. As we
have seen, though, you are entitled to ignore this possibility when you claim to know that the animals are
zebras. This is because the negation of "CD" is not logically equivalent to Z. Therefore, to assume that
the animals are not cleverly disguised mules is not tantamount to assuming that they are zebras.
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According to our proposed account, you can come to know that not-M by ignoring the

following set of possibilities: "you are having a momentary perceptual glitch," "you are

dreaming," "you are being deceived by an evil demon," "the animals are cleverly

disguised mules," etc. Given your evidence together with the supposition that none of

these possibilities obtain, the probability that not-M is 1. And to assume that each

possibility is false is nof just to assume that the animals are not mules. Relative to the

negations of all of these possibilities, it does not necessary follow that not-M - it is

possible that the pen contains a group of "normal-looking" mules!

Let's revisit now the car theft case from the previous chapter. You remember

leaving your car on a side street (James Street) in a large urban area afew hours ago.

Do you know where your car is? I think most of would be inclined to say that you do.

Of course, we can suppose that hundreds of cars have been stolen a¡ound the world in

the past few hours. Do you know that yours is not one of them? It does not seem so. At

last, we are in a position to explain why these judgments are correct.

First, let's look at your belief that your car is on James Street (J). When we

conjoin your evidence with the negations of each of, "you are having a memory slip-up,"

"you are dreaming," "you are being deceived by an evil demon," etc., it necessarily

follows that you didpark your car on James Street a few hours ago. And when we add

to this picture the negations ofeach of "your car has been stolen," "your car has been

towed away," "your car has magically disappeared," etc., it necessarily follows that yow

car is presently on James Street. Therefore, if you are entitled to ignore all of the above

possibilities, then your epistemic probability for J is 1. To begin with, the probability of

each possibility is very low (given your evidence). Furthennore, to ignore this set of

possibilities is not tantamount to assuming that your car is on James Street. If each
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possibility does not obtain, it does not logically follow that J - it is possible that you

don't seem to remember having parked your car on James Street and really it is at some

other location. It follows, then, that yov can properly ignore all of these possibilities.

As a result, you are in a position to know that your car is on James Street.

Your belief that your car has not been stolen and driven away from James Street

(not-S), on the other hand, cannot be characterized in the same kind of way. Based on

the rate of car theft in your area, you have excellent grounds for thinking that your car

has not been stolen. And when you come to believe that not-S, you are entitled to ignore

each of the following possibilities: "you are dreaming," "you are being deceived by an

evil demon," "yorr are being misled about the regularity of car theft," etc. However,

given your evidence together with the negations of all of these possibilities, the

probability that not-S is less that 1. So in order for you to know that your car has not

been stolen, it seems you must be entitled to ignore the slim possibility that such an

unforlunate event has occtxred - there is no other set of possibilities that you can

properly ignore which gets your epistemic probability for not-S to 1. To ignore the

possibility that your car has been stolen, though, is just to assume thatithas notbeen

stolen. And surely you cannot come to know that not-S by assuming that not-S. It

follows, then, that you don't know that your car has not been stolen and driven away

from James Street.

Finally, let's consider Susan's belief that she will not have enough money next

week to buy a Ferrari (notF). 'We 
supposed earlier that Susan is a typical university

student on a tight budget. Despite owning a ticket for tomorrow's lottery, it seems she

does l<now that she won't be able to afford a Ferrari by next week. And as it tums out,

there is some set of possibilities that Susan can properly ignore which gets her epistemic
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probability for not-F to 1. These possibilities are: "she is dreaming about being a person

of modest means," "an evil demon is deceiving her about her financial position," "she

will win tomorrow's lottery," "she will unexpectedly acquire a rich inheritance," etc.l0

Given Susan's evidence together with the supposition that none of these possibilities

obtain, the probability that not-F is 1. And to ignore each possibility is not justto

¿lssume that she won't be able to afford a Ferrari next week. Relative to the negations of

all of these possibilities, it does not logically follow that not-F - it is possible that Susan

is a wealthy person (and takes herself to be so) and her economic status will not change

by next week. Furthermore, this set of possibilities does not simply embody every

possibility in which "F" that is not eliminated by Susan's evidence. For example, if the

possibility "she will win tomorrow's lottery" obtains, it does not necessarily foltow that

she will have enough money next week to buy a Ferrari - it is possible, for instance, that

she will win the lottery and blow the windfall by next week!

Our Account and the Closure Frincinle

According to the closure principle, you will recall, if S knows that P and knows that

(P-Q), then S has sufficient evidence to know that Q. If this principle held, it would

follow in Dretske's zebra case that either (a) you do not know that the animals in the pen

to Given Susan's evidence, numerous possibilities exist in which she presently åøs enough money to
afford a Ferrari. She is able to exclude all of these possibilities, though, by being entitled to assume the
negations of each of, "she is dreaming about being a person of modest means," "an evil demon is
deceiving her about her financial position," etc. Also, numerous possibilities exist in which she will
obtain a great deal of money within the next week. Susan is able to exclude all of these possibilities,
though, by being entitled to assume the negations of each of, "she will win tomorrow's lòffery,,, ..she will
unexpectedly acquire a rich inheritance," etc.
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are zebras, or (b) you do know that they are not cleverly disguised mules. Neither

outcome seems very appealing! Your belief that not-CD-like Susan's belief that she

will lose the lottery-seems to exempliô/ the following form: S has very good reason to

believe that P, but is not in a position to know that P. And it seems equally counter-

intuitive to think that you do not know that the animals are zebras. ln fact, if you don't

know this, it is hard to see how you could know much of an¡hing! These points were

extensively developed in the previous chapter, and they left us with a powerfirl

motivation to deny the closure principle. Of cowse, we still needed to put in place a

theory that shows how one can know that p, and know that (p-+e), yet fail to be in a

position to know that Q. In this chapter, such a theory has been developed. And with it,

ow case against the closure principle is complete.

Mind you, there is still something very appealing about the concept of epistemic

closure. Normally when one knows that P and knows that (P---+Q), it does seem that she

in a position to know that Q. For example, from your belief that the animals in the pen

ate zebras, it seems you can deduce and come to know that they are not mules, and that

they are not donkeys, and that they are not tigers, etc. It would be advantageous, then, if
we could still embrace some version of the closure principle. Of course, in order to do

so, \rye would have to revise the current principle in a way that avoids the problems

posed by Dretske's zebra case (and others like it). Utilizing our proper ignoring

account, I think that such a result can be achieved. Let us now turn to this matter.

Recall that in the previous chapter we established the following principle: whenever S

deduces Q from her beließ that P and that (P-Q), her evidence for Q combines the

evidence she has for P with the evidence she has for (P--+Q). To put it another way, we
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can say that (in such cases) S's belief that Q absorbs both her justification for p and her

justification for (P--+Q). on our proposed account, one's justification for any

proposition, P, is dependent on what possibilities she can properly ignore, or,

equivalently, on what assumptions she is entitled to make. We will say, then, that

whenever S deduces Q from her belief that P, all of the assumptions that S is entitled to

make in believing that P are absorbed by her belief that e.

Out of this configuration, we can see why you cannot come to know that the

animals are not cleverly disguised mules by deduction from your belief that they are

zebras. You know that the animals in the pen are zebras partly because you are entitled

to ignore the possibility they are cleverly disguised mules. And to ignore this

possibility, of course, is just to assume that the animals are not cleverly disguised mules.

Therefore, when you believe that not-CD on the basis of Z, the assumption that not-CD

is transmitted from yorn belief that Z to your belief that not-CD. In making this

deduction, then, you are effectively assuming that the animals are not cleverly disguised

mules.

This problem is avoided, though, when you deduce that the animals are not

mules from your belief that they are zebras. You are in a position to know thatZ

because (together with your evidence) you are entitled to assume that you are not having

a momentary perceptual glitch, and that you are not dreaming, and that you are not being

deceived by an evil demon, and that the animals are not cleverly disguised mules, etc.

So when you come to believe that not-M on the basis of Z, all of these assumptions are

absorbed by your belief that not-M. If each assumption is correct, though, it does not

logically follow that the animals are not mules - it is possible that the pen contains a

goup of "normal-looking" mules. You can make this deduction, then, without
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effectively assuming that the animals are not mules.

As a further example, let's look again at the car theft case. From your belief that

your car is on James Street (J), it seemsyov cannor deduce and come to know that your

car has not been stolen and driven away from James Street (not-S). We are able to

explain why this inference is invalid. You know that J partly because you are entitled to

assume that your car has not been stolen. This assumption, in furn, entails not-S - if
your car has not been stolen, then it has not been stolen and driven away from James

Street! Therefore, in making the deduction from J to not-S, you are effectively assuming

that not-S. Of course, it is the assumption that your car has not been stolen-not the

assumption that your car has not been stolen and driven away from James Street-that

gets transmitted from yow belief that J to your beliefthat not-S.rl However, if you

believe that your car has not been stolen and driven away from James Street on the

strength of the assumption that it has not been stolen, then clearly you are assuming that

your car has not been stolen and driven away from James street.

We are also able to show how you can cometo know that your car is not on

some other street (say, George Street) by deduction from your belief thatitis on James

Street. You are in a position to know that J because (together with your evidence) you

are entitled to assume that you are not having a memory slip-up, and that you are not

dreaming, and that you are not being deceived by an evil demon, and that your car has

not been stolen, and that your car has not been towed away,etc. And it does not

logically follow from all of these assumptions that your car is not on George Street (not-

tt We have included the possibility "your car has been stolen,"-¡e1 the possibilify ,,your car has been
stolen and driven away from James Street"-among our list of possibilitiås that you .än properly ignore in
coming to know that J. If our list simply embodied every possiÈility in which oót-J thut i, not 

"iirninut.¿by your evidence, then for you to ignore all of these posiiuitities wóuld be just for you to assume that J.
Relative to the possibility "your car has been stolen" obtaining, it does not necessarily follow that not-J *
it is possible that the thieves are presently racing your car down James street!
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G) - it is possible, for instance, that you remember parking your car on George Street

and this is where it presently is. Therefore, when you deduce not-G from your belief

that J, you are not eflectively assuming that not-G.

As a result of all of this, we can revise the closure principle to read as follows:

lf S knows that P and knows that (F---+Q), then S has sufücient evidence to know
that Q' provided that Q is not entailed by the assumptions that S is entiged to make
in coming to know that P.
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Our work in the previous chapter proved to be very fruitful. With the development of

our proper ignoring account, we were able to (a) locate the crucial epistemic defect in

the lottery case, (b) explain how ordinary propositions differ from lottery propositions,

and (c) make an essential revision to the closure principle. As a result, our treatment of

the lottery problem is now complete. There is, however, another important advantage to

our proposed account that has yet to be explored. ln this chapter, we will show how it

can be used to resolve a different sort of epistemic puzzle the Gettier problem.

Chapter 4

TXIE GETTIER PROBLEM

Set-Up of the Problem

To this point, we have focussed on the question of what is needed for one to be in a

position to know some proposition, P. Of course, even if this justification requirement is

met, by no means does this guarantee that the subject knows that P. Suppose you hear

on the radio that the Cubs beat the Braves 6-5 yesterday. Despite this evidence, if it is

false that the Cubs won 6-5 (perhaps the radio made a mistake), or if you fail to even

believe that they won 6-5 (perhaps you are an extreme sceptic), then clearly you do not

know that the Cubs beat the Braves 6-5 yesterday. Itmay seem reasonable, then, to

think that s knows that P iffthe following three conditions are satisfied:
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(i) S has sufficient evidence for p,r
(ii) S believes that P, and
(iii) P is true.

However' in a famous 1963 paper, Edmund Gettier refutes this traditional tripartite

analysis of knowledge-t On the strength of two counterexamples, Gettier showed that

one can have a completely justified true belief that P, and still not know that p.

One of Gettier's cases runs as follows. Smith has excellent evidence for

believing that Jones o\ryns a Ford (Jones tells him that he has purchased a Ford, he has

seen Jones driving one, Jones shows him a certificate that says he owns a Ford, etc.). On

this basis, Smith infers the disjunctive proposition, "either Jones owïìs a Ford or Brown

is in Barcelona (H)." Smith has no idea of Brown's whereabouts, but we can say that he

is in a position to know that H in virtue of his being in a position to know that Jones

owns a Ford. As it turns out, H is true, but only because Brown happens to be in

Barcelona - Jones has tricked Smith into believing that he owns a Ford! It seems clear,

then' that Smith does not know that H, even though he holds a completely justified true

belief that H.

As another "Gettier-type" case, imagine the following. You are walking about in

a field when you appear to spot a sheep. Consequently, you believe that there is a sheep

in the field. However, the animal in your view is not a sheep, but a dog that is dressed

up to look just like a sheep. It happens to be the case, though, that there is a sheep

roaming somewhere else in the field (which you do not see). Thus, your completely

I According to our proper ignoring account, you will recall, S has sufficient evidence to know thatp iff
her epistemic probability fu.I I it I ; that is, if the probability that p, given s,s evidence togerher with the
negations of all of the possibilities she is entitled to ignore, is I .' Edmund Gettier, "Is Justified rrue Belief Knowlelge?,', Analysis23: l2l-123.
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justified belief that there is a sheep in the field is true, but it does not seem that you

know that there is a sheep in the field.3

Let's look at one more Gettier-type case. Suppose you purchased a new clock

yesterday. You were careful to set it to the correct time, and you checked early this

morning to make sure that it is in perfect working order. It is now into the evening, and

you see that your clock reads 9:47 . As a result, you believe that the time is 9:47,which

in fact it is. Unbeknownst to you, though, your clock stopped exactly 12 hours ago. So

it seems clear that you do not know that the time is 9:47, eventhough you have a

completely justified true belief that the time is 9:47.a

In each of these cases, S has sufficient evidence to know some proposition, p, p

is true and S believes that P, but it does not seem that S knows that p. We can conclude,

then, that the three conditions linked to the traditional analysis are necessary-but not

sufificient-for knowledge. While numerous attempts have been made by philosophers

to resolve the Gettier problem, I think that a natural solution follows from our proper

ignoring account. Let us now turn to this matter.

The Solution (Part I)

We will begin with the sheep case. You are walking about in a field when you appear to

take notice of a sheep. According to our proposed account, you are in a position to

know that there is a sheep in the field because (together with your evidence) you are

' This case was devised by Roderick chisholm (Theory of Knowledge, rgTi,p. 105).-- qis \r1r$ 
of case originated from the work of Bertrand Russell 1nä** Knowledge: Its Scope and

Limits, 1948, p. 154).
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entitled to ignore each of the following possibilities: "you are having a momentary

perceptual glitch," "you are dreaming," "you are being deceived by an evil demon ,,,,,the

animal is a cleverly disguised dog," etc. Given your evidence in conjunction with the

supposition that none of these possibilities obtain, the probability that there is a sheep in

the field (SF) is 1. Since you can properly ignore each possibility, it follows that your

epistemic probability for SF is 1. Notice, though, that one of these possibilities actually

obtains - namely, 'the animal is a cleverly disguised dog." And remember that to ignore

a possibility is just to assume that it does not obtain. We can say, then, that you do not

know that there is a sheep in the field because one of the assumptions that you are

entitled to make in claiming to know that SF (the animal is not a cleverly disguised dog)

is false.

Let's revisit now the stopped clock case. You appear to see that your clock reads

9:47. When we conjoin your evidence with the negations of each of ..you 
are having a

momentary perceptual glitch," "you are dreaming," ..you are being deceived by an evil

demon," etc., it necessarily follows that your clock does read.9:47. Andwhen we add to

this picture the negations of each of, "you had, aslip-up when you set your clock,,, ..your

clock has stopped," etc., it necessarily follows that the time ¿s 9:47. FwtheÍnore, all of

these possibilities seem unlikely enough (relative to your evidence) that they can be

properly ignored by you; for instance, you were very carefirl in setting the time on yo¿r

clock, and you ensured this mornin gthatit was fi.rnctioning properly. As a result, the

epistemic probability (for you) that the time is 9:47 is 1. However, it happens to be the

case that one of the above possibilitier-"your clock has stopped"-¿¡1s¡psctedly holds.

In other words, one of the assumptions that you are entitled to make in claiming to know
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that the time is 9:47 (your clock has not stopped) is false. It follows, then, that you do

not know that the time is 9:47.

Finally, let's look again at Gettier's o\Mn case. Smith believes that Jones owns a

Ford (F), and on this basis he infers the disjunction, "either Jones owns a Ford or Brown

is in Barcelona (H)." In the previous chapter, you will recall, we established the

following principle: whenever S deduces Q from her belief that p, all of the assumptions

that S is entitled to make in coming to know that P are absorbed by her belief that e.

We can say that Smith is in a position to know that Jones o\ryns a Ford because (together

with his evidence) he is entitled to assume that he is not dreaming about Jones owning a

Ford, and that he is not being deceived by an evil demon, and that Jones is notdeceiving

him about his car ownership, and that Jones has not just sold his car, etc. So when Smith

comes to believe that H on the basis of F, all of these assumptions are transmitted from

his belief that F to his belief that H. However, one of these assumptions (Jones has not

been deceiving him about his car ownership) is false. As a result, Smith does not know

that H.

We will add, then, the following condition to our analysis of knowledge:

S knows that P only íf aït of the assumptions that S is entitted to make in ctraiming
to know that P are true.

The Solution lPart III

There is, however, a certain kind of Gettier case that our above constraint is unable to

handle. Imagine the following. Henry appears to see a barn as he is driving through the
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countryside - the object looks like a normal barn, he has a clear view of it, his eyesight

is very good, etc. As a result, Henry believes that the object is a barn (B), which in fact

it is. Unbeknownst to him, though, the area he is in is full of barn facsimiles that will be

used for the shooting of a movie next week. Moreover, these fake barns are so realistic

in appearance that if Henry were to see one of them from the roadside, he would believe

without hesitation that it is a genuine barn. So even though Henry holds a completely

justif,red true belief that the object in his view is abam, it does not seem that he knows

that it is.5

We cannot say, however, that this intuition is correct because at least one of the

assumptions that Henry is entitled to make in asserting that B is false. According to our

proposed account, Henry is in a position to know that the object is a barn because

(together with his evidence) he is entitled to assume that he is nothaving a momentary

perceptual glitch, and that he is not dreaming, and that he is not being deceived by an

evil demon, and that the object is not a fake barn, etc. As it tums out, all of these

assumptions are true. For instance, while Henry is in a district that is full of fake bams,

the particular barn-like structure that he is looking at is not one of them. We will have to

find an altemative explanation, then, for why Henry does not know that B.

Of course, if Henry knew that there were fake barns in the are4 then clearly he

would not be justified in believing that the object he sees is a barn. After all, under such

a scenario, he would not be entitled to assume that the object is not a fake barn. It may

seem, then, that we can simply add the following "defeater-like" condition to ow

analysis:

5 -,.- This case appears in Alvin Goldman's 1976 paper, "Discrimination and perceptual Knowledge', (The
Journal of Philosophy 73: 77l-791). Goldman attributes the example to carl Ginet.
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S knows that P only Íf there is no true statement Q, such that the conjunction of S's
evidence and Q does not completely justiff s in believing that p.

According to this constraint, Henry's justification for believing that the thing is a bam is

defeated by the statement o'there are fake barns in the area (F)," because (a) F is true, and

(b) the conjunction of Henry's evidence and F does not completely justifu him in

believing that the thing is a bam. As a result, Henry does not know that B.

However, as it presently stands, the above constraint will not work. Suppose

there are no fake barns in the district Henry is in, but that his newspaper carries a story

today which claims that there are (it is a hoax). Henry, though, has no idea that his

paper has printed such information. It seems absurd, then, to think that the true

statement, "the newspaper has reported that there are fake bams in the area (R),', defeats

Henry's justification for believing that the object in his view is a bam. However, the

conjunction of his evidence and R does not completely justifu him in believing that the

object is a barn. Or suppose that fake barns were constructed in the area two weeks ago,

but have since been removed. The fakes were used as part of an elaborate prank that

evening, and were quickly torn down the next day. Again, Henry is unaware of alt of

this. However, if Henry knew that fake barns were constructed in the area two weeks

ago, then he would not be completely justified in believing that the object he sees is a

barn. V/e clearly do not want to say, though, that this true statement defeats his

justification for believing that B.

In order to handle this problem of "misleading" defeaters, our above condition

needs to be sharpened. We have suggested that the reason Henry does not know that the

object is a barn is because his justification for B is defeated by the true statement .,there
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are fake barns in the afea." Now notice that the negation of "there are fake barns in the

aÍea," logically implies that the object in Henry's view is not afake barn - if there are no

fakes in the vicinity, then it necessarily follows that the particular bamlike structure that

Henry is looking at is not a fake. And remember that Henry is in a position to know that

the thing is a barn partly because he is entitled to assume that itis not a fake barn. We

can say, then, that in order for some true statement Q to defeat S's justification for

believing that P, not-Q must entail one of the assumptions that S is entitled to make in

claiming to know that P.

$/ith this refinement, we are able to disqualiff the misleading defeaterJike

statements in our modified barn cases. Clearly it is not logically implied by the negation

of, "the newspaper has reported that there are fake barns in the ate1" that the object

Henry sees is not afake barn. And relative to the negation of, "there were fake barns

constructed in the area two weeks ago," by no means again does it necessarily follow

that the object is not a fake barn. Nor, of course, do the negations of either of these true

statements entail any of the other assumptions that Henry is entitled to make in claiming

to know that the object is a barn (he is not having a momentary perceptual glitch, he is

not drearring, he is not being deceived by an evil demon, etc.). As a result, we can say

that neither of these true statements defeats Henry's justification for believing that B.

Suppose now that there is one fake barn in the world, and it lies some 3,000

miles away from Henry. The negation of "there is at least one fake bam in the world

(K)," logically implies that the object in Henry's view is not afakebam. We clearly do

not want to say, though, that this true statement defeats Henry's justification for

believing that the object is a barn. However, this defeater can be discounted on the

grounds that if Henry knew that there is at least one fake barn in the world, he would
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still be justified in believing that B. Given the conjunction of Henry's evidence and K,

the probability is still very low that the object he sees is a fake barn. As a result, Henry

remains in a position where he can properly ignore this possibility.

We will state, then, our defeater-like condition in the following way:

S knows that F only íf there is no true statement Q, such that (a) the conjunction of,
S's evidence and Q does not comptretely justiff S in believing that p, and (b) not-e
entails one of the assumptions that S is entitled to make in claiming to know that F.

Putting everything together, we can charactenze our analysis of knowledge as follows:

S knows thatP iff

(i) S has sufficient evidence for P,

(ii) S believes that P,

(iiÐ P is true,

(iv) All of the assumptions that S is entitled to make in claiming to know that P are true,
and

(v) There is no true statement Q, such that (a) the conjunction of S's evidence and e
does not completely justifr s in believing that P, and (b) not-e entails one of the
assumptions that S is entitled to make in claiming to know that P.
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